CRYPTOCURRENCY
PAYMENTS

PAYMENTS BANKING

Mainstream Spending
Give consumers more spending power with i2c’s Cryptocurrency Payments solution. Consumers
can move their cryptocurrency value off the exchange to a network-certified card product, turning
crypto to fiat currency that can be spent anywhere around the globe.

Global Reach
i2c supports more cryptocurrency clients than any other processor globally. This includes customers
located in Asia-Pacific, Europe and North America. Our single platform supports cardholders in all 24
time zones with a distributed client support team. Furthermore, i2c is certified with Mastercard®,
Visa®, American Express®, and UnionPay® globally, giving consumers comfort that they can spend
worldwide in any fiat currency at any time.

End-to-End Lifecycle Support
Once connected to the i2c API, issuers and program managers alike have access to the full suite of
platform capabilities. i2c’s point and click processing not only enables cryptocurrency card
programs, but also value-added services such as Communications Manager, Loyalty and Digital
Couponing. So, whether you want to reward specific customer segments or leverage our advanced
multi-currency and cooperative authorization flows, the same API makes it all possible.
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Deep Cryptocurrency Experience
Unlike other processors, we are highly active in the crypto space. i2c has active customer
engagements with some of the largest players in the market. Our customers have chosen i2c over
legacy processors because of our unique “building block” stack that gives our customers the ability
to innovate and adjust their programs in real-time.

Platform Features

Multi-Currency Settlement in
Any Currency

“Building Blocks” Component Architecture

Unlimited Purses

One Integration to Robust Set of
Global APIs

Seamless Conversion of
Cryptocurrency Value

Scalable Innovation At-Speed, Without
the Risk

Platform Reliability, Flexibility
and Control

Context-Aware Architecture for
Personalized Payments Experiences

Single Multi-Function Platform

Cloud-Based Service Delivery

Key Benefits
Execution Experience
Live in-market with industry leading global cryptocurrency partners.

End-to-End Lifecycle Tools
i2c doesn’t just offer a cryptocurrency solution, we offer a full suite of payments, communication
and program management products. All capabilities are enabled and available for use.

Platform Agility
i2c’s platform is mature and offers 100% reliability guaranteed. We understand that the world of
payments is always evolving and have built an infrastructure to support rapid product innovation.

Mastercard®, Visa®, American Express®, UnionPay® Certified Pre-Integrated &
Certified Worldwide
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Customer Use Case Example:

Responsibilities:

Program Manager

Exchange

Responsibilities:

Responsibilities:

Card Issuance

Consumer Balances

Card Lifecycle
Management

Settlement &
Reconciliation

Transaction Checks

Administrative
Front End

Cooperative
Authorization

Hosts
Cryptocurrency
Provides
Currency Rates

Cooperative
Authorization

Cardholder
Receives Card, Spends Currencies

100 Redwood Shores Parkway, Suite 100, Redwood City, CA 94065

+1.650.593.5400 | connect@i2cinc.com
www.i2cinc.com
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